Kindergarten Friday Post

December 8, 2017
Highlights from Ms.Perez & Ms.Alison’s Room

What’s Happening in
Kindergarten?
Classroom Holiday
Celebrations
8:45

Breakfast and Performances
will be in separate
classrooms.

Winter Break--December 22nd-January
5th.
DECEMBER 22 ---school
is out at 12:30.
MLK Day---No
School January 15th

Reminders

We continued learning about the 5 senses. We sorted pictures of-good smells/bad smells, safe to
touch/not safe to touch, good tastes/tastes into our senses book. Remember to ask your child
about what senses they use throughout the day (i.e.: eating dinner, brushing teeth, reading a
book). We continued to sort beginning sounds and practiced writing upper and lower case letters.
In writer's corner the kids wrote about the 5 senses.
In Math, we worked in our Investigations books comparing the length and number of letters in our
name. After, we graphed it on the board to see what the majority was. The majority of our class
has 4 letters in their name! The students cut and sorted buttons by the number of holes they
had. They continued to work on Dreambox and are making good progress. Please try to have your
child log on to Dreambox for at least 25min a week.
We need your help- We are really struggling to help our students understand the importance of
personal best work. Many times students will do a beautiful job cutting and gluing and then when
asked to color they go back to their desk and scribble all over their work. As part of their homework
we have added coloring pages. Encourage them to take their time and do their personal best.

*Please send in an art bag with your child's name on it so we can send home their
beautiful work

Highlights from Ms. Hope & Ms. Mayes’s Room

We’ve been having so much fun working on our Gingerbread Project. We are building a
class Gingerbread Neighborhood and are excited to share it with our families during our
holiday performance.
We practiced recognizing and ordering teen numbers on Gingerbread and we used tally
marks to represent the teen number. We are learning how to make groups of five.
We continued our Geometry unit in Math. We made shapes out of play-doh and used our
pattern blocks to make cool picture
We started learning how to read and write colors by creating our very own Pete the Cat
story. We also did a Pete the Cat guided drawing with a special guest artist.
We began our sight word sticker books! Information was sent home with Friday folders.
On December 22nd we will have a little holiday party in our classroom. We will do a little
performance and have a light breakfast.
On January 25th we will have a class family potluck! We will send out more information
soon!

